Cytometric characterization and clinical course of breast cancer diagnosed in a population-based screening program.
A randomized controlled trial evaluating mammographic screening was started in two Swedish counties in 1977. In one of these, Ostergötland county, the authors performed static cytofluorometry on 161 cancers detected at the second and third screening rounds, 50 interval cancers, and 219 cancers appearing in the nonscreened control group during the same time period. The median follow-up time was 42 months. No difference in mean S-phase was found between screening and control group cancers, but interval cancers, appearing between two screenings, had increased mean S-phase levels (P = 0.01) compared to both of the other groups. A high S-phase fraction was associated with distant recurrence in both node-negative and node-positive tumors. Aneuploid tumors were more often found in the control group (67%) and among interval cancers (72%) than among screening detected cancers (55%, P = 0.02). In Cox's multivariate analysis, including all patients, the lymph node status, tumor size, estrogen receptor content, and S-phase all contributed independent prognostic information about the clinical course. DNA ploidy predicted the outcome in simple but not in multivariate Cox's analysis. When analyzing screening-detected cancers separately, only the S-phase significantly predicted distant recurrence in multivariate analysis. In tumors with local recurrence, a high S-phase implicated an increased, although not statistically significant, risk for distant recurrence. Survival with metastatic disease was significantly influenced by the S-phase level (P = 0.002). The authors conclude that S-phase fraction provides valuable kinetic information related to the clinical outcome for all stages of the disease and serves as a prognostic factor in screened populations, which have tumors predominantly in early stages.